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I always think there are three main tasks (other than trial work) that a lawyer must undertake. These duties 
include:

1. Producing high quality and accurate documents

2. Recording all activities and the time involved in completing them

3. Communicating with your clients

Automation has improved the first two of these tremendously over the years. However, the importance of 
quality communication between lawyers and clients has been overlooked in many ways. Poor communication 
remains the source of most complaints to the professional disciplinary regulators in all jurisdictions.

Over the past 15 years, email has become ubiquitous, but this popularity has created numerous problems for 
lawyers. One of the largest issues with email communication is the management of attachments, which are 
very often the reason for an email being sent.

This leads to a huge amount of wasted time (probably millions of hours per year) by lawyers and their clients 
looking for documents. Let’s consider some of the problems associated with sending attachments by email:

Bad Subject Lines

This is perhaps one of the biggest culprits making email management so hard. Not enough thought goes 
into the subject line of each email. And when the subject matter changes in the email thread, the subject line 
often fails to be updated. Not to mention that finding a specific email a month later becomes impossible.

Multiple Email Accounts

Many of us have multiple email accounts. Now it has become so common to send emails to the wrong 
address, with software automatically building frequent/recently used address lists. So, when we have sent an 
email the recipient has probably not seen it because it has gone to an email address that is hardly ever used.

Automatic Address List Building

This has become such a huge occupational hazard. It is just so easy to send an email to the wrong Chris when 
you have 11 of them in the automatically built list. I think this is actually the biggest threat to privacy and 
confidentiality.



Volume

We used to correspond with carefully created letters. Now it has become trendy to send short emails with 
what might be called thoughts. This has resulted in a massive increase in the number of emails each of 
us receives. On top of this, spam is a rapidly growing problem. The junk and clutter features help to some 
extent. But, not when you cannot find an email and then have to spend time searching through those folders.

Uncertainty About Search Results

We have all struggled to find specific emails that we absolutely know exist. As lawyers, you do this daily. 
Imagine how hard it must be for many of your clients who only use email socially? I expect most just give up 
and ask you to resend the email.

The Inability to Recall

It is so easy to send an email to the wrong recipient by mistake. Although, various products suggest that an 
email can be recalled, have you ever succeeded? I know I have not.

When You are Busy or are on the Move

When you get busy and are concentrating on a specific issue, a trial or an important transaction, it is very 
hard to keep track of all incoming email. With mobile devices, oftentimes an email becomes marked as read 
and it is then difficult to have it correctly categorized when you return to your computer.

Clients Don’t Have Email Management Systems

While some commercial clients might have systems, the majority of private clients don’t. Older clients 
also struggle with opening a PDF and other attachment type. In short, their emails and attachments are 
completely disorganized.

Encryption and Security

Many Bar Associations are enacting rules that require email and passwords to be encrypted. Although this 
can be easily achieved through an email add-in, quite often you need to send instructions to your client so 
that they can access the email. This becomes stressful for your client and makes them unlikely to bother to 
open the email.

The result of all of this is a tremendous amount of wasted time that you cannot legitimately charge for and a 
degraded client communication experience that can damage your reputation.

LawConnect is a new add-on to LEAP that helps you solve many of these problems. LawConnect is a secure 
and safe cloud document management system that enables you to share and collaborate on documents with 
your clients primarily but also with any other party to a matter.

Documents are beautifully presented in a logically organized structure so that they can be easily identified 
without having to open them. Your clients will love using it.

LawConnect works seamlessly from the Electronic Matter in LEAP. You share and revoke access to a 
document from the familiar document list. You can instantly see if a document has been shared and also if it 
has been viewed.

Instead of emailing a copy of the attachment, you email a link sharing access to the document. Your client 
then logs into LawConnect to view the document.



As a bonus, your client can also upload documents into LawConnect. Imagine how convenient it will be to 
always have important documents such as your clients identification details. In fact, your client might even 
choose to store copies of documents such as insurance policies, wills, and other important documents for 
safe keeping and easy access.

All of this is achieved providing world class security measures. No longer do you need to go through a 
frustrating encryption process when communicating by email.

What are the benefits for you?
Organization: You instantly know which documents have been shared with a client and your client can view 
all shared documents in one place.

Proof: The common problem of clients denying having received a document (and all the time wasted) is 
eliminated. You know that the document is available, and you can see when the document has been viewed.

Revocation: It is almost impossible to recall an email. With LawConnect you can instantly revoke access to 
any document.

Less Risk: The greatest risk to client confidentiality is sending an email to the wrong person. LawConnect 
naturally reduces the chances of this happening, and if a mistake is made, rapid revocation is possible.

Reduce Unbillable Phone Calls: There are millions of unbillable phone calls every year that relate to 
supposedly lost or not received documents that the legal profession has to deal with.

Inefficiency is Costly: When important documents shared via LawConnect, these costly calls are reduced if 
not eliminated.

Which documents?: While you can share any document, you will probably choose to share the important 
ones. For example, imagine if you shared your retainer and engagement instructions in every matter. The 
possibility of disputes arising would be entirely eliminated. This would be good for you and good for the 
profession at large as the many disputes about clarity on terms of engagement would be incontrovertibly 
eliminated.

Security: Email hacking is becoming more common, causing a grave concern in sensitive matters. You 
eliminate this risk with LawConnect. Shared documents are not emailed. They are stored safely in LEAP on 
services provided by Amazon Web Services, one of the safest and most secure providers of computer servers 
in the world. They are also located on servers within your jurisdiction.

What are the benefits for your clients?
Peace of Mind: All clients are concerned about the privacy of their affairs with their lawyers. LawConnect 
gives them peace of mind because they know where their documents are, that they have not been emailed, 
and that they are safe and secure.

Organization: Very few private clients (and a lot of small businesses) have document management systems. 
So, while they might receive emails and attachments, they dont have anywhere to keep them except in their 
inboxes. LawConnect is a document management system for your clients. They have every document you 
have ever shared with them, for every matter, organized logically in their LawConnect.



Easy Access: While it is possible and easy for a client to create special LawConnect login credentials, your 
clients can also login using their Social Media credentials for Facebook, LinkedIn or Google+. The great 
advantage of this is that they don’t need to remember yet another password!

Ability to Store Important Documents: Most people no longer have safe places to keep printed documents 
and worry about losing them. Because they can upload their own documents for safe keeping in LawConnect, 
those worries are reduced.

What about the other end users of LawConnect?
Although this note has focused on the relationship between you and your clients, there are many other good 
reasons for using LawConnect rather than email. Here are some of them:

Sharing Trial Briefs: You can brief experts and co-chairs by sharing the pleadings and any evidentiary 
documents on LawConnect. If you regularly brief experts or work with co-chairs, she or he will have all 
documents for every brief wonderfully and permanently organized.

Real Estate Agents: Every real estate transaction includes important documents. Some of these documents 
can be very large exceeding email upload or download limits. LawConnect eliminates these problems..

Due Diligence: If you are doing Due Diligence on a transaction, sharing the disclosed documents in 
LawConnect provides an easy, secure and economic environment for making disclosure. Once the process 
is over, instead of having to rely on trust for the destruction of disclosed material, all you need do is revoke 
access — a much better solution.

Opposing Lawyers: When security and confidentiality is paramount, you will choose to use LawConnect as a 
safe non-email environment for sharing documents, effectively using LawConnect as a virtual deal room.

Cost Consultants: If you use costs consultants to prepare bills, rather than printing and sending copies of 
all documents, you can share them in LawConnect, making it very easy for the cost consultant to review the 
documents.

In Summary:
LawConnect enables you to build deep relationships with your clients. They will enjoy a much better 
experience when working with you on their matters and will trust you as a safe custodian of their documents 
in the long term. Your office will operate more efficiently giving you and your staff more billable time. You 
will impress your clients by giving them a great system to organize their documents and their affairs. Our 
software engineers are constantly working on LawConnect and you can look forward to lots of exciting 
new functionality to further enhance the relationship between your firm and your clients. Your clients 
will be impressed that you have a system for them, and you will enjoy a competitive advantage over your 
competitors. Because it is so different, it will build your reputation and grow your client base through positive 
referrals.
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